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Experienced Africa 
Consultant  

 
Are you the best at what you do? Interested in flexible, remote working with good pay? 

 
Far and Wild Travel truly believe that our staff are the single most important element to delivering 
incredible experiences for our amazing clients as well as being the essential foundation of our 
company culture. Therefore, we don’t want to carry someone who is ‘good’, we want to embrace 
‘The best’, therefore we have come up with a very interesting package for Africa specialists out there 
who have what it takes.  
 
We are looking for: a ‘do-er’, someone with personality and who is able to hold their own; who has a 
passion for Africa as well as interest in sustainable travel in general; has at the very least 2 years’ 
experience selling Africa (and other countries, but Africa is a must and not just uber lux); an 
exceptional sales track record; can (and is keen to) write well for product work; is happy to work 
from anywhere and is comfortable being responsible for their own working ethos and don’t want to 
be (or need to be) managed.  
 
If this sounds like you then we are really keen to meet and have a chat. For the right candidate we 
will pay a flat salary of c£45-50k. In effect we will be paying you your commission upfront, so you 
need to be confident to deliver on an agreed and achievable number. Once on track and settled in, a 
flexible working day will be entertained so could be great for people who need to do drop offs, 
pickups or are simply looking towards doing less than a full 5-day week.  
 
There are possibilities for increased revenue through additional commission and potential to qualify 
for company profit share. We are looking for someone who wants to be a remote part of our F&W 
family and is looking to come on a fantastic journey with us as we steadily grow. We also want 
someone who is serious about organising kick-ass trips for clients and adding an additional 
dimension to our already experienced team. You will have free reign on what properties / suppliers / 
itineraries you want to use – it’s about getting the right fit. All detail will be explained at interview 
stage.  
 
Please send an email to alistair@farandwild.travel with an outline of your experience.   
No agencies please.  
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